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ABSTRACT

In the last decades, the advancements in both computer hardware/architectures and scientific computing algorithms enabled engineers and scientists to more rapidly study and design complex systems by heavily relying on numerical simulations. Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) evolved as a task within the most comprehensive Verification and Validation framework which aims at obtaining truly predictive numerical simulations. Despite the recent efforts and successes in advancing the algorithms’ efficiency, the combination of an extremely large computational cost associated to the evaluation of an high-fidelity model and the presence of a moderate/large set of uncertainty parameters (often correlated to the complexity of the numerical/physical assumptions) still represents a formidable challenge for UQ. One of the possible ways of circumventing this difficulty and coping with a limited computational budget is to rely on the multilevel/multifidelity concepts. The core idea of these strategies is to increase the accuracy of the UQ analysis (and therefore of any workflow based on UQ) by adding a possibly large set of lower fidelity/lower expensive evaluations to a limited set of high-fidelity evaluations.

In this minisymposium we welcome contributions related to the broad area of multifidelity UQ. We welcome contributions related to both surrogate- and sampling-based approaches. The scope of the minisymposium is also to represent more general workflows in which multifidelity UQ is also a key enabler. For instance, we will also consider contributions focused on control under uncertainty, optimization under uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of complex engineering systems.